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Authorship and Authors' Responsibilities

  

.

  Authorship
  Author is the one who has made a substantive intellectual contribution to a paper (for example,
to the research question, design, analysis, interpretation, and written description) and also
understands his/her role in taking responsibility and being accountable for what is published.
Authorship is a way of making explicit both credit and responsibility for the contents of published
articles. Credit and responsibility are inseparable. The guiding principle for authorship decisions
is to present an honest account of what took place. Criteria for authorship apply to all intellectual
products, including print and electronic publications of words, data, and images. Journals should
make their policies on authorship transparent and accessible ( https://wame.org/authorship ).
Authorship has important academic, social, and financial consequences which implies
responsibility and accountability for the published work. Since authorship does not normally
communicate what contributions make an individual qualified to be an author. Editors are
strongly encouraged to develop and implement a contributorship policy, as well as a policy that
identifies who is responsible for the integrity of the work as a whole. Such policies remove much
of the ambiguity surrounding contributions but leave unresolved the question of the quantity and
quality of contribution that qualify an individual for authorship. Scienceline Publication has thus
developed criteria for authorship that can be used by Scienceline journals, including those that
distinguish authors from other contributors.  .  Criteria for Authorship
  The author is the only one who has made substantial intellectual contributions to the
manuscript. Collaborations like technical services, translation, preparation of patients for the
study, supplying materials, funding, or facility administrative oversight where the work was done
are not, in themselves, sufficient for authorship; however, these contributions may be
acknowledged in the manuscript. One author (a “guarantor”) should take responsibility for the
integrity of the work as a whole. It is often the corresponding author who submits the manuscript
and receives reviews although other authors can play this role. All authors should approve the
final version of the manuscript. It is preferable that all authors be familiar with all aspects of the
work. However, modern research is often done in teams with complementary expertise so every
author may not be equally familiar with all aspects of the work. Therefore, some authors’
contributions may be limited to specific aspects of the work as a whole.     .  Number and
Order of Authors
  Editors should not arbitrarily limit the number of authors. There are legitimate reasons for
multiple authors in some kinds of research, such as multi-center, randomized controlled trials. In
these situations, a subset of authors may be listed with the title, with the notation that they have
prepared the manuscript on behalf of all contributors, who are then listed in an appendix to the
published article. Alternatively, a “corporate” author (e.g., a “Group” name) representing all
authors in a named study may be listed, as long as one investigator takes responsibility for the
work as a whole. In either case, all individuals listed as authors should meet the criteria for
authorship whether or not they are listed explicitly on the byline. If editors believe the number of
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authors is unusually large, relative to the scope and complexity of the work, they can ask for a
detailed description of each author’s contributions to the work. If some do not meet the criteria
for authorship, editors can ask for the removal of their names as a condition of publication.
The authors themselves should decide the order in which authors are listed in an article. No one
else knows as well as they do their respective contributions and the agreements they have
made among themselves. Many different criteria are used to decide the order of authorship.
Among these are relative contributions to the work and, in situations where all authors have
contributed equally, alphabetical or random order. Readers cannot know, and should not
assume, the meaning of the order of authorship unless the approach to assigning order has
been described by the authors. Authors may want to include with their manuscript a description
of how the order was decided. If so, editors should welcome this information and publish it with
the manuscript.    .  Retained Author's Rights and Obligations
  All authors who publish their research papers in Scienceline journals are entitled to the
following rights and obligations: 
  
    1. Authors hold full copyright and self-archiving rights, they transfer the publishing rights to
Scienceline Publication   
    2. We do not allow authors to use Artificial intelligence (AIs) such as ChatGPT to produce
papers. A machine tool cannot be an author of a research or even review papers, textbooks or
book chapters. Scienceline have a zero tolerance policy on content generated or altered
(paraphrased plagiarism) by AIs. Scienceline editors use GPTZero  (AI Detector) built by
Princeton University student Edward Tian (
https://gptzero.me/
), and if role of a ChatGPT is detected, the article will be immediately rejected. For more
information about Authors' Responsibilities on AIs, please visit 
WAME Recommendations on ChatGPT and Chatbots in Relation to Scholarly Publications
.
 
    3. We do decline to publish material where a pre-print or working paper has been previously
mounted online.   
    4. We allow authors to get their seminar papers published with a note about the seminar if
the paper is not mounted online.   
    5. The research and review papers published in Scienceline Publication can be archived in
any private or public archives online or offline. For this purpose, authors need to use the final
published papers downloaded from the Website   
    6. Authors are allowed to archive their article in open access repositories as “post-prints”.
(Please note that: a post-print is the version incorporating changes and modifications resulting
from peer-review comments.)   
    7. The authors need to acknowledge the original reference to the published paper when
used in some other format like ePub or audio files.   
    8. Scienceline journals offers Creative Commons attribution license (CC BY; http://creativec
ommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
)  to researchers and scholar who uses the content of the published papers.
 
    9. Authors are free to use a link to our published papers and share the published papers
online or offline in the final format printed on the Journal website.   
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    10. Authors can index and store the published papers in private or public archives or
repositories like university database, internet archives, academia, researchgate etc.   
    11. We promote sharing of knowledge with due credit to the authors and researchers of the
papers published with Scienceline Publication.   

      

.

    Authorship Changes, Disputes, and Agreement
  After the manuscript is submitted or accepted for publication, the corresponding author is
required to send a request through the signed change of authorship form to add or remove an
author or to rearrange the author names of the submitted/accepted manuscript. All the authors
should approve any change in authorship (i.e., adding, removing or reordering existing authors)
after initial submission. Authors should determine the order of authorship among themselves. In
addition, any alterations must be clarified to the Editor/Editor-in-chief via the AAF - Authorship
Agreement Form
. 
Disputes about authorship are best settled at the local level before the journal reviews the
manuscript. However, at their discretion, editors may become involved in resolving authorship
disputes. Changes in authorship at any stage of manuscript review, revision, or acceptance
should be accompanied by a written request and explanation from all of the original authors. In
this case, the Editor also asks the authors for a filled-out and signed AAF . In order to
disseminate the authors’ research work, the publishers need publishing rights. For open access
articles, the publisher uses an exclusive licensing agreement in which authors retain copyright
in their manuscripts.   
 

.

      Reporting Standards
  Authors of original research should present their study and its data accurately as well as
discussing the results and significance of the work, so that sufficient detail and references
permit others to replicate the work. Fraudulent or knowingly inaccurate statements constitute
unethical behavior and are unacceptable. Review and professional publication articles should
also be accurate and objective, and editorial ‘opinion’ works should be clearly identified as such.
 
 
 

.

    Data Access and Retention
  Authors should provide the research data supporting their paper for editorial review and/or
comply with the open data requirements of the journal. Also, they should provide public access
to such data, for a reasonable number of years after publication. Authors may refer to their
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journal’s Guide for Authors for further details.     

.

    Originality and Acknowledgement of Sources
  The authors should write entirely original works, but in case the authors have used others'
work and words, they should ensure that this has been appropriately cited or that permission
has been obtained as well as a proper acknowledgment of the work of others. Authors should
cite the most influenced publications. Conversation, correspondence, or discussion with third
parties, is allowed only if permission has been obtained from the source.
Plagiarism takes many forms, and in all its forms constitutes unethical behavior and is
unacceptable.      

.

    Multiple, Redundant or Concurrent Publication
  Submitting the same manuscript to more than one journal concurrently constitutes unethical
behavior and is unacceptable. Generally, an author should not submit a previously published
paper for consideration in another journal, except in the form of an abstract or as part of a
published lecture or academic thesis or as an electronic preprint, clinical guidelines, and
translations. Further detail on acceptable forms of secondary publication can be found in the
ICMJE Uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals: http://www.ic
mje.org/ ].      

.

    Confidentiality
  Information obtained during confidential services, such as reviewing manuscripts or grant
requests, should not be used without the express written permission of the author.       

.

      Human and Animal Subjects and Possible Hazards
    
    1. The author must clearly explain and present any unusual hazards like chemicals,
procedures or equipment in the manuscript, if any.   
    2. For the use of animal or human subjects, the author should state "performing the
procedures in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines" in the manuscript so
that it shows the appropriate institutional committee(s) have approved them.   
    3. The privacy rights of human subjects must always be observed.  
    4. For human subjects, authors should state: "informed consent was obtained for
experimentation with human subjects" in the manuscript. The author should also ensure that the
work described has been carried out in accordance with The Code of Ethics of the World
Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments involving humans [ World
Medical Association (WMA) Helsinki Declaration for Medical Research in Human Subject
]. All animal experiments should comply with the 
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Animal Research: Reporting of 
In Vivo
Experiments (ARRIVE) Guidelines
and should be carried out in accordance with
the U.K. Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986
,
or 
EU Directive 2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes
, or the 
U.S. Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and, as
applicable, the Animal Welfare Act
.
 
    5. Appropriate consents, permissions and releases must be obtained where an author
wishes to include case details or other personal information or images of patients and any other
individuals in a publication.   

    

.

    User License Agreement
  Scienceline Publication provides access to archived material through  Scienceline Publication
Repository (eprints) , wh
ich supports
Open Archives Initiative (OAI 2.0)
with a base URL of
http://eprints.science-line.com/cgi/oai2?verb=Identify
. 
All articles published open access will be immediately and permanently free for everyone to
read and download. Permitted reuse is defined by Creative Commons user license called
"Creative Common Attribution"
(
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
), which permits unrestricted use, share, distribution, and reproduction in any platform and
medium, provided that the original work is properly cited.
 
 
 

.

    Conflict of Interest
  Authors are requested to evident whether impending conflicts do or do not exist by signing
conflict of interest disclosure form (Scienceline journals prefer to use the ICMJE Disclosure of
Interest Form availa
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ble here:
http://www.icmje.org/downloads/coi_disclosure.docx
).
 
 
    1. WAME define conflict of interest as “a divergence between an individual’s private
interests (competing interests) and his or her responsibilities to scientific and publishing
activities, such that a reasonable observer might wonder if the individual’s behavior or judgment
was motivated by considerations of his or her competing interests” [ WAME Editorial
statement on COI ]. A
ll authors should disclose in their manuscript any financial and personal relationships with other
people or organisations that could be viewed as inappropriately influencing (bias) their work.

  
    2. All sources of financial support for the conduct of the research and/or preparation of the
article should be disclosed, as should the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the
collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to
submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this
should be stated.   
    3. Examples of potential conflicts of interest which should be disclosed include employment,
consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent
applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. Potential conflicts of interest should be
disclosed at the earliest possible stage [ WAME Editorial statement on COI ].  

      

.

    Responsibilities on Conflicts of Interest 
  Public trust in the scientific process and the credibility of published articles depend in part on
how transparently conflicts of interest are handled during the planning, implementation, writing,
peer review, editing, and publication of scientific work. Financial relationships (such as
employment, consultancies, stock ownership or options, honoraria, patents, and paid expert
testimony) are the most easily identifiable conflicts of interest and the most likely to undermine
the credibility of the journal, the authors, and of science itself. However, conflicts can occur for
other reasons, such as personal relationships or rivalries, academic competition, and intellectual
beliefs. All authors should comply with the journals’ policies on conflict of interest. All
participants in the peer-review and publication process, not only authors but also peer
reviewers, editors, and editorial board members of journals must consider their conflicts of
interest when fulfilling their roles in the process of article review and publication and must
disclose all relationships that could be viewed as potential conflicts of interest.   
    1. Authors: When authors submit a manuscript of any type or format they are responsible for
disclosing all financial and personal relationships that might bias or be seen to bias their work
by signing conflict of interest disclosure form.   
    2. Reviewers: Reviewers should be asked at the time they are asked to critique a
manuscript if they have conflicts of interest that could complicate their review. Reviewers must
disclose to editors any conflicts of interest that could bias their opinions of the manuscript, and
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should recuse themselves from reviewing specific manuscripts if the potential for bias exists.
Reviewers must not use knowledge of the work they’re reviewing before its publication to further
their own interests.   
    3. Editors: Editors who make final decisions about manuscripts should recuse themselves
from editorial decisions if they have conflicts of interest or relationships that pose potential
conflicts related to articles under consideration. Other editorial staff members who participate in
editorial decisions must provide editors with a current description of their financial interests or
other conflicts (as they might relate to editorial judgments) and recuse themselves from any
decisions in which a conflict of interest exists. Editorial staff must not use information gained
through working with manuscripts for private gain. Editors should publish regular disclosure
statements about potential conflicts of interests related to the commitments of journal staff.
Guest editors should follow these same procedures.   

      

.

    Reporting Conflicts of Interest
  Articles should be published with statements or supporting documents, such as the
Scienceline Publication conflict of interest form, declaring:   
    1. Authors’ conflicts of interest; and  
    2. Sources of support for the work, including sponsor names along with explanations of the
role of those sources if any in study design; collection, analysis, and interpretation of data;
writing of the report; the decision to submit the report for publication; or a statement declaring
that the supporting source had no such involvement; and   
    3. Whether the authors had access to the study data, with an explanation of the nature and
extent of access, including whether access is on-going.   

    To support the above statements, editors may request that authors of a study sponsored by a
funder with a proprietary or financial interest in the outcome sign a statement, such as “ I had
full access to all of the data in this study and I take complete responsibility for the integrity of the
data and the accuracy of the data analysis.
”
 

.

  Fundamental Errors
  If the authors see any inconsistency, inaccuracy and significant error or in their own published
article, they should promptly notify the journal editor or publisher. If an error is informed by a
third party to the editor or publisher, the author should cooperate with the editor, in this regards.
 
 
 

.
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    Image Integrity
Move, remove, or introducing a specific feature within an image is not allowed. Adjustments of
brightness, contrast, or color balance are acceptable if they do not eliminate any information
from original source. Manipulating images for improved clarity is accepted. Authors should
comply with any specific policy for graphical images applied by the relevant journal, e.g.
providing the original images as supplementary material with the article, or depositing these in a
suitable repository.     

.

    Graphical Abstract
  Authors may be asked to provide a graphical abstract (a beautifully designed feature figure) to
represent the paper aiming to catch the attention and interest of readers. Graphical abstract is
normally published online in the table of content of journal. The graphical abstract should be
colored, and kept within an area of 12 cm (width) x 6 cm (height) or with similar format. Image
should have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi and line art 1200dpi. 
Note: Height of the image is generally no more than the width. Authors should avoid putting too
much information into the graphical abstract as it occupies only a small space. The graphical
abstract can be presented in the format of PowerPoint, Word, PDF, JPG, PNG or TIFF, after a
manuscript is accepted for publication. Samples of Professional Graphical Abstracts, are
available in JWPR , WVJ , OJAFR , JLSB , JCEU .       

  

  

Related links

  

Publication Ethics

  

Peer review Process

  

Appeals and Complaints
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Open Access

  

Policies
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